
Line Marking

Why is the “anticipated life span” of 
line marking better than any guarantee?

Not all line marking is the same, so instead of having contractors tell you what they can do
with their equipment and how much it’s going to cost – start talking about your ‘anticipated
life span’.

All too often we hear comments about how internal line marking didn’t live up to expectations,
especially about how long it lasted for. We’re all used to hearing that such-and-such a product
comes complete with a five-year guarantee. Great we think, until we discover this only covers
material failure or poor installation, not how the lines will stand up to the impact of materials
handling equipment (MHE), damage by pallets or stillages being dragged over the areas – all
hazards common to any warehouse or factory.

Unsure which solution is right for you? Talk to us, tell us what you think the “anticipated 
life span” of your line marking should be, taking into account all the variables present in your
operation. Once we have understood the volume, weight and various activities performed by 
your MHE, we can then best advise you on the most appropriate preparation and resin to use.

Our point is this, not all preparations are the same, as the size of the machine and the speed in
which the preparation is completed, all play a part in how much concrete is removed and how
much resin will be needed to be applied to the concrete surface. The same factors influence the
use of epoxy resins. The chemical formulation and the speed it dries or cures will all have an
effect on the durability of the finished work.
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– Anticipated Lifespan

Has your line marking lived up to your expectation?

For complete peace-of-mind talk to us

To help start the process of
establishing the best process and
materials for you, we have developed
a simple line marking selector tool so
we can begin the conversation on
“anticipated life span”.

   Operational Impact
   Durability
   Working Environment
   Goods stored

Once you have completed the selector, please 
call us on: 01925 710923 to discuss further how we can
help you implement the most appropriate and durable 
line marking solution for your operation.

Use our online line marking selector

What you need to consider

TRY IT
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Unprepared
Suitable for facilities that do not need highly durable solutions, or whose budget
is restricted, or more often than not, where the customer is not permitted to
prepare the concrete floor in anyway due to leasing conditions and agreements.

Line Marking
Labelling and Integrated Safety Solutions

Solutions Range

Shot Blast
Specified for facilities with busy FLT movements, shot blasting can be installed
on most floors, making it suitable for old and new warehouses or distribution
centres which need cost effective floor marking, but where long-lasting
durability is not essential.

Diamond Shaved
A specialised method develop for the warehouse and distribution industry.
The nature of busy warehouse environments dictates the need for a durable
product and quite simply, diamond shaved is the most durable, the most
accurate and most professional available in the UK.

UV Instant Cure
With UV Instant Cure Line Marking, we install safety line markings during
working hours – with no disruption to your operation. We offer a complete
range of revolutionary high-performance, UV-curable floor coating systems
offering  numerous advantages over traditional epoxy coatings.

Floor Tape
ASG Services’ floor tape is the world’s most effective and durable aisle
marking system. It is the modern warehouse line marking alternative to
resin and paint helping forward thinking companies achieve 5S floor
marking status. 


